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Course Description: 

* DRAFT SYLLABUS * 

 Introduction to the course and its requirements: one quiz (25%); one take-home essay 
(35%); one exam (30%); participation (10%, based on tutorial attendance; more than 2 missed 
tutorials will result in 0% for participation) 
 overview of media history, theory, and ecology 
 media history 
 media theory 
 media ecology 

 

 MODULE ONE: ORAL â€¦ â€œSound exists only when it is going out of existence.â€• (Ong) 
 Exemplum: Renaisssance song and the nature of orality: Monteverdi’s musical setting of 

Petrarch’s sonnet “Hor che ‘l ciel e la terra e ‘l vento tace” [‘Now that the sky and earth 
and wind are still’; original and translation on website; you can listen to a number of 
versions of this sonnet on YouTube]; Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy: “Some 
Psychodynamics of Orality” 

 Bruce R. Smith, “Opening,” in The Acoustic World of Early Modern England 
 MODULE TWO: SCRIBAL â€¦â€�In antiquity, â€¦ [t]hose who actually manufactured texts 

did not seem themselves as authors. â€¦ They were scribes rather than authors.â€• (van der 
Toorn) 
 Karel van der Toorn, from Scribal Culture 
 Harold Love, “The Social Uses of the Scribally Published Text” 
 Brian Richardson, from Manuscript Culture in Renaissance Italy 
 exempla: mediatic Shakespeare—Hamlet 3.1; The Tragedy of King Lear 1.1; Othello 5.2 

 MODULE THREE: LITERATE â€¦ â€œBy the meaningless sign linked to the meaningless 
sound we have built the shape and meaning of Western man.â€• (McLuhan) 
 Marshall McLuhan, from The Gutenberg Galaxy 
 Elizabeth L. Eisenstein, from The Printing Revolution in Early Modern Europe 
 Adrian Johns, from The Nature of the Book 
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 MODULE FOUR: ELECTRONIC â€¦ â€œSo essential is digitality to contemporary processes of 
composition, storage, and production that print should properly be considered a particular form 
of output for digital files rather than a medium separate from digital instantiation.â€• (Hayles) 
 Jay Bolter and Richard Grusin, from Remediation 
 exemplum: McLuhan’s remediation of the book in The Medium is the Massage 
 Ted Striphas, from The Late Age of Print 
 Kate Hayles, from Electronic Literature 
 Perloff, “Screening the Page/Paging the Screen,” New Media Poetics 
 Rita Raley, “Mobile Media Poetics,” in After Media: Digital Arts and Culture 
 Brian Rotman, from Becoming Beside Ourselves 

 

 


